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Happy October, Spartans!
My name is Aarushi and I am this year’s Copy Editor
for Sword and Shield. That means that I read through
all the articles of the paper before they get published
to confirm that they are error-free. While every editor
does their best to ensure that the paper is fully revised
and accurate, please feel free to email memorialswordandshield@gmail.com if you spot any mistakes!
Now that we are one month into the school year, I
hope that you’ve all gotten back into the routine of
your classes. Remember to be responsible and stay on
top of all your assignments, but at the same time, don’t
forget to have fun and participate in student life!
Sword and Shield has a packed issue this month with
all the information you need to know regarding
sports, the news, and fun events happening at JMM!
STUDENT LIFE

4 // Advice Column
5 // 5 Tips for the
PSAT
5 // Four Frustrating Freshman
Refreshers
6 // Gender Equity
Association Update
6 // Menstrual Equity Corner: October
7// DDaF Update
7 // Reads for Social
Justice!
7 // Table Tennis
Club Update
8 // Madison Climate Strikes
8 // MTC Performs
‘Our Town’ Play
9 // My Freshmen
Day Experience
9 // The First Day of
School
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10 // Dorian Devistation in Bahamas
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11 // West Texas
Shooting Kills 7
12 // Micheal’s At
Risk of Closing Due
to Deportation
13 // Youth Climate
Strikes
13 // The Brexit
Battle Rages On
14 // Research Links
Lung Issues to Vaping, New Study Says
15 // Aided Possible War Crimes in
Yemen
16 // 4 Tech Ginats
Under Scrutiny
17 // Radio Roshani:
Using Voice for
Change
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18 // Hamilton Is
Coming to Madison
18 // Must-See
Bone-Chilling Halloween Movies
19 // 5 Books You
Have to Read!
20 // Autumn Sky
Poem
20 // Disney Opens
Groundbreaking
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21 // Horoscopes
22 // Spooky Season
Recipes
22 // Outfit of the
Month!
23 // IT Chapter
Two Review
23 // Fashion is my
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24 // Wisconsin
Football’s Hot Start
24 // NFL Week 2-1
Recaps
25 // Spain Wins
Second FIBA World
Cup
26 // Nadal Wins
4th U.S. Open Title

27 // Should there
be straight pride?!
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An Incomplete
Solution
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Not Have Self Locking Doors
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STUDENT LIFE
ADVICE COLUMN

By Jassi Chahal
Q: WHAT ARE SOME TIPS FOR PROCRASTINATION?
A: I used to struggle with this, but this school year, I have been doing
great. If you’ve tried many ideas and none of them have worked, look
no further. Use a planner, write down everything you have to do,
but make it visually pleasing. Use different colors for every
class, write neatly, and make your homework plan creative.
When you get big projects, look at the rubric and class plan
to split up your days accordingly. Write down what you
need to accomplish each day, and before you know it, your
project will be done in your best quality. Complete all of the work you can
at school or during class, it’s been proven in studies you feel more motivated
to do work while you’re at school and not distracted as much as when you’re at home.
When you’re at home, you’ll feel tempted to go hang out with your friends, watch television, or take a nap. Use
your lunchtime to get work done! It’s 50 minutes of free time, use it to your advantage! If you want to hang out
with your friends, use the first 30 minutes of lunch and then during flex, head to the library. If you have any free
time in class, do your work! You’re at school for 8 hours a day, try to do most of your work in that time period.
Q: HOW DO I EXPAND MY FRIEND GROUP?
A: At the beginning of every school year, everybody is a little nervous about friends. Everybody is looking for
friends in their new classes. Use that to your advantage! Take a look at who you sit by, and get to know them.
Whenever you see them in the hall, say hey. As the year goes on, you will slowly start to become more comfortable with them, and will become good friends. If you’re shy and don’t open up easily, there are other ways. If you
have friends in certain classes, use them to open up to other people! When you’re with your friends, you tend to
be more open, outgoing, and friendly. It’s an easier way to make more friends.
Q: HOW DO I BALANCE MY SOCIAL LIFE, WORK, AND GRADES?
A: It’s a tough question, with many different answers. It all depends on the person. Are you self motivated? Are
you good at time management? What are your priorities? It’s different. But, since I have experience in this area,
take this advice from a sort of efficient, sometimes motivated, sleep deprived student. When you’re at school,
focus on school. Use the weekdays to get school work done. At lunch, it’s nice to hang out with your friends with
a bit, but then go get some work done.Try to get it all done during the week, so your weekends are free for other
activities. In fact, get your work with your friend! I would save work for Fridays, Saturdays, Sundays, and Mondays. Those are the days that are free and open for the majority of high school students. If you work a part time
job, you should be able to cover your hours in those days. Before or after you work, if you finish as much homework as you can during the week, you can hang out with your friends without stressing about what you have to
get done.

CHECK OUT OUR WEBSITE!
www.jmmswordandshield.com
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5 TIPS FOR CONQUERING
THE PSAT

By Julianna Baldo
Now that we’re almost a month into the school year, the
first standardized test is right around the corner. The
PSAT is a pre-SAT test made up of four sections: reading, grammar and language, non-calculator math, and
calculator math.
Get a good night of sleep and eat breakfast before
the test. You’ve probably been hearing this advice since
elementary school regarding being properly fed and
rested before a test, but it’s some of the best and most
effective test advice I’ve ever gotten. Eating and sleeping
well ensure that you’ll be able to focus fully on the test
without being distracted by fatigue or an empty stomach.
Bring something to do during the break periods.
The PSAT takes two hours and forty-five minutes to
complete in total, but during the official exam, there are
short breaks between the four sections. Bring a snack,
water bottle and a book or something else to do during
your breaks. Staying full and hydrated will help you
focus on the test and doing something else like reading
or simply taking some deep breaths takes your mind off
the intensity of the test and lets you reset for the next
section.
Skip the questions you don’t know and come back
to them. When you hit a question or segment that confuses you, skip it and move on to one that you know you
can do easily and correctly. By doing the questions you
find easy first in a section, you’ll be able to get the most
problems right in the smallest amount of time without
spending a large part of your time on a few hard questions. With that being said, if your time for a section is
almost over and you haven’t answered all the questions,
guess and fill in a random letter. By guessing, you have a
25 percent chance of getting the question right!
Read each question carefully. The PSAT test writers
will often hide important details in confusing wording
in test questions. Before starting to answer, reread the
question so you’re sure of exactly what it’s asking, if
there’s any special language in the question (for example
if it’s asking which of the answers is not correct), underline it.
Don’t worry! Although the PSAT can seem intimidating, it’s just another test. With smart strategies and good
preparation, it’s very manageable. Signup for the PSAT
goes until October 2nd and costs $25, while the actual
test is October 19th at Memorial. Good luck!

FOUR FRUSTRATING
FRESHMAN
REFRESHERS

By Emmie Digon
1) All of those hard earned grades in middle
school are now worthless because it has nothing to
do with your highschool transcript. Make sure that
you keep up your grades because each assignment,
quiz and test matters.
2) Remembering where all the classes were and
every teacher’s name in middle school isn’t going to help you in highschool. Instead, you would
have to learn where all your classrooms are which
could be scattered all around the building, which
makes it very hard to navigate. It may seem annoying,
but it is the reality. Learn all of the short-cuts to your
classes so that you will be there on time.
3) If you were a student that had bad behavior
in middle school, now is your chance to make
up for it. Create a better routine of doing what your
teacher tells you to, being respectful, and being responsible for your school work. It may seem like a lot,
but it will help you in the long run.
4) Sometimes, you have to sacrifice your freedom for school. You have to choose getting your
school work done over hangout with friends. While
it seems annoying, it’s a lot better than failing a class
because you chose to do what you want rather than
doing what you need to do.

www.jmmswordandshield.com
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GENDER EQUITY ASSOCIATION!

By Maggie Di Sanza & Amira Pierotti
September was an awesome month for the Gender Equity Association! We kicked off the year by introducing our Co-Presidents,
Maggie Di Sanza and Melanie Golden (mgdisanza@madison.k12.wi.us, megolden@madison.k12.wi.us) and our
Vice-President Amira Pierotti (aspierotti@madison.k12.
wi.us)! We also explained what the club goals and focuses
were throughout the year, from global feminism and women in media to female and gender-non-conforming health
The wonderful leaders and members planned for the
October
Fundraiser taking place in the A-Wing foyer on October
15th and
October 16th in the morning and after school! All of the
funds will
be donated to ‘Beads for Education,’ a feminist organization
that works
toward equitable access to comprehensive education for
young girls
and gender non-conforming people around the globe. During
October, we
will be having various guest speakers visit and call in to speak
about global
feminism.
We are excited about our projects this year which will increase
equity not only
in JMM, but across the Madison community. Our first project is
working with
the JMM administration to place menstrual hygiene products in all
restrooms and
locker rooms. As this is a huge project, our goal is to have these
products consistently stocked in all women’s and gender neutral restrooms. We
are also working
with the district to include greater comprehension of sexual assault and
rape culture in
health classes as well as providing resources to survivors in MMSD. Our final major project is putting posters
with Madison community survivors’ experiences in schools around the Madison area.
Join us Tuesdays and Thursdays during lunch in room 804 to be a part of making the Madison community
more equitable!

MENSTRUAL EQUITY CORNER

By Maggie Di Sanza & Amira Pierotti
*Content Warning: Discussion of Suicide
This month in the menstrual equity corner, we are highlighting a somber story, representing the horrors that
menstrual shaming and inequities can create. On September 6th, a high school student in Kenya committed
suicide after a teacher shamed her for bleeding through her school uniform while menstruating. This fourteenyear-old girl had started her period for the first time in the middle of the school day in Bomet County, located
northwest of Kenya’s capital, Nairobi. The young girl’s mother reports the teacher publicly shaming the girl, and
calling the staining of her clothes “incredibly dirty,” forcing her to exit the classroom and postpone her learning
for the week. The young girl ended up taking her own life due to the repeated comments and humiliation she
was forced to face while menstruating.
Period shaming is common in most cultures. These forms of shame can range from the extremes this student
faced to even calling a period “gross.” A form of shaming not commonly spoken about are the euphemisms for
menstruation. A euphemism is a word used to describe another word that is considered too dirty to say. Menstrual euphemisms reinforce the idea that periods are disgusting to the point that it should not be the topic of
conversation. It is up to us to demand fair-minded treatment of menstruating people, so such tragedies will never
occur again.
If you are interested in taking a stand against menstrual equity, join the Gender Equity Association (jmmgenderequity@gmail.com).
6
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DDAF

By Emmelyn Cullen

Want to have your voice
heard? Want to be a valuable
member of James Madison
Memorial High School’s
most successful club? Interested in public speaking or
performing? Then join Drama, Debate, and Forensics now! In this club, you can act,
argue, and work backstage to your heart’s content. Come
to Theatre 300 after school on Tuesdays for our meetings
and learn more! Additionally, we have lots of ways to stay
connected. You can follow our Instagrams @jmmemorialddaf and @dramaatmemorial, join our Facebook group
JMM DDAF 2019-2020 (Drama, Debate, and Forensics),
or visit our website at jmmddaf.com for more information!

MY FIRST DAY AS A
SPARTAN

By Ava Kenney
As my alarm woke me up early this past Tuesday, my
mind began racing with all kinds of emotions. While
I was slightly nervous for the unpredictable day
ahead of me, I was also very excited to start out my
freshman year. I had everything prepared and ready
for the first day of school, from all of my supplies, to
what outfit I would wear. Just as I was getting ready,
I began to wonder what we would do during our
first day, other than finding our way around. What
if there was a pop quiz in math? Would we have to
take any placement tests to see where we were at?
But when the day began, I realized that there was
nothing to be worried about- only fun plans ahead
of me and the start of my adventure at Memorial.
When the school bus pulled up to my stop almost
ten minutes past the predicted time, I felt a sigh of
relief. This was my first time taking the city bus, or
a school bus in general, so I had to learn how everything worked. I used my bus pass for the first time
By Amira Pierotti
and waited for the bus to arrive at school. There
Interested in reading about inequities in our world? Want
were so many new people and teachers welcoming
to be a part of a vibrant community? Join Social Justice
all the freshmen at the door! Before I knew it, I was
Book Club! Each quarter, we pick a justice-oriented book
catching up with my old friends and introducing
to read. These books address topics such as racism, sexism,
myself to so many new students. Since my middle
public health issues and more. This quarter, we are readschool, St. Maria Goretti, was a lot smaller than Meing The Poison Squad by Deborah Blum, which recounts
morial, I really had to adjust to the size and amount
how a scientist brought food safety to the front of Ameriof people. I used to know almost everyone at my
can’s attention. We meet every Wednesday in room 815 to
school, but here, you will always be meeting new
discuss the chapter we read and how it relates to our lives.
people. After getting lost multiple times by mixing
Everyone is friendly and passionate about social justice.
up what side of the building the rooms were on, I got
Stop by room 815 to talk to Ms. Mitchell if you have any
a glimpse of all of my classes for the year.
questions. Hope to see you there!
One of my highlights from the day was in science
class, when Mrs. Fuller lit a “Halloween candle” made
from a sweet potato and had us give our observations. I also really enjoyed exploring the club fair,
By Madison Chao
where I learned about so many awesome clubs that
Calling all Spartans! Come and join our school’s table ten- I never knew existed. Later, following all of the enernis club! We have activities ranging from recreational play gy from the first day, I took the city bus back home.
to practicing for competitions. Our club starts in
No- I have to say that my first day at Memorial was a lot
vember and runs until March. We
better than I expected, and was overall really successmeet on Fridays after school until
ful. Even though it took me a while to find my way
5 p.m. You can find us in the
around, I now can say that I have a pretty good sense
fieldhouse or the cafeteria.
of the building. Through all of the adventures I have
No experience is required
encountered in the past few weeks, my experience
to join. Hope to see you soon!
being a Spartan has started wonderfully.

READ FOR SOCIAL
JUSTICE!

TABLE TENNIS CLUB

www.jmmswordandshield.com
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MADISON CLIMATE STRIKE

By Anne Sophie Brilla
On Friday, September 20, students all over the world gathered together
to strike for climate. The timing of the strike was not arbitrary—with the
United Nations summit so close, a reminder that the youth have not forgotten about the climate crisis was deliberate and carefully planned. Greta
Thunberg, arguably the face of the youth movement for climate action,
participated in the New York City strike, then promptly went on to deliver
a sober speech. As climate change rises to the forefront of the political
scene, youth action has become progressively more aimed at legislature and
clear-cut plans, becoming frustrated with vague plans, goals that aren’t met,
and empty promises. In the eyes of strikers, there isn’t time for gradual change and
careful implementation of new technology. In an earlier speech at Davos, Thunberg
asserted this distinct thought: “I don’t want you to be hopeful. I want you to panic. I want you to feel the fear I
feel every day. And then I want you to act.” Greta first rose to prominence through her school strike for climate,
and students were encouraged to do the same on the Friday the strike occurred, though Thunberg made clear to
stress that there was no pressure to do so if one felt unable. In Madison, various groups with different aims and
ambitions coordinated to lead the strike, but the goals were the same: to draw attention to the crisis while simultaneously presenting solutions. The strike started with a rally outside of Madison Gas and Electric, demanding
clean energy by 2030 (currently, MG&E utilizes coal). A march to the Capitol followed, with several speeches
by various speakers and a livestream of Greta Thunberg speaking in New York. Speeches addressed topics such
as the need for systemic change as opposed to individual change, the acknowledgement of origins of the climate
movement, and stories. Further suggestions and local demands of the strike were presented, some aimed at
current governor Tony Evers. As the last event of the strike, an occupation of the Capitol occurred.Although the
united front of the strike unified the movement and generated attention towards the climate crisis, it is yet to be
seen what actions are taken as a result of the strike. Greta Thunberg,a young Swedish climate activist, recently
joined the climate strike in New York City and delivered a speech at the United Nations Climate Summit. Thunberg tries as hard as possible to minimize her environmental impact through carbon emissions, meaning that she
sticks to trains or public transport. Thunberg crossed from the United Kingdom to New York on the Malizia II,
an environmentally conscious racing boat skippered by Pierre Casiraghi and Boris Herrmann. The voyage, 15
days long, ended on August 28 with Thunberg’s arrival. She is currently still in the US, after giving a speech on
September 23 in the UN Climate Summit and striking. She plans to lead a campaign addressing the climate crisis
in America. The logistics of how she will return home to Sweden have not been publicly addressed yet.

MTC PREFORMS “OUR TOWN” PLAY THIS FALL

By Emmelyn Cullen
Memorial Theatre Company is back again this fall with another wonderful production! The Company will
be performing Our Town, a Pulitzer-winning three act play by Thornton Wilder. Our Town takes place in the
small town of Grover’s Corners, New Hampshire, and follows the lives of the townspeople, mainly the characters
George Gibbs and Emily Webb. The story is described as a microcosm of human life and as an exploration of life,
love, death, and humanity across cultures and generations. With simplistic views and complex themes, the play
will have minimal set and design, with emphasis on the performance of the actors.
The show performances will be October 25th, 26th, November 1st, and 2nd at 7:30 pm in Theatre 300. The
tickets are $5, and will be sold at lunch the week before the performances in the cafeteria or online at https://
jmmourtown.brownpapertickets.com. Additionally, if you want to stay updated on the Drama department at Memorial, be sure to follow @dramaatmemorial on Instagram. And be sure to check out crew and tech for the play,
which happens on Mondays and Wednesday, 6-8 pm. We encourage everyone to participate in the success of this
production in any way possible!
8
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MY FIRST DAY OF
SCHOOL

By Amy Yao
I came from a private school known as EAGLE,
which was a really tight knit community. The enormous size of Memorial confused me, and most people
from EAGLE went to West or Verona, so I only knew
a few people. The part that made me feel safer was
that my friends I made during my 6th grade at Jefferson were there. I had one class with my best friend,
which although wasn’t enough, at least we were finally
reunited.
On the first day of school, I was really worried. What
if I can’t make any friends in my classes? What if I
drown in endless homework? What if I wasn’t used
to such a big school and I don’t know anyone? Some
teachers and upperclassmen volunteered to give us
introductions which explained how things ran, but the
entire time I couldn’t find my friends and I was panicking.
I went to my first hour class, which I thought was
AP Calculus with Mr. Kvistad, but turns out I had a
schedule change so I arrived late to Science. Science
class was surprisingly relaxing and I liked how welcoming it felt. I felt pretty stiff during the beginning,
but as I navigated to class (and yes, I did manage to
get my friend late with me) I was starting to feel more
comfortable. My favorite class was Principles of Biomedical Science with Ms. Dwyer, since she was downto-earth and I knew I was going to have a great year
with her. All of my teachers were really kind and they
felt like they truly cared about their students, and my
classmates were really hilarious. I can’t wait to spend
the rest of my year here!

MY FRESHMAN DAY
EXPERIENCE

By Mia Braico
When I walked through the main doors at about 7:15
am on a Tuesday morning, all I expected was to just be
greeted by a few people and just have a normal school
day. Boy was I wrong.
My brother is an upperclassman so I’ve heard about
Memorial and how great it is, but I never actually got
to live that experience until now. The first day I felt
kind of out of place because of how many kids are in my
grade. There’s so many of us, that it intimidated me at
first. We all got name tags and we were introduced to a
lot of people who I’ve never seen before. I was scared.
I was scared that I wouldn’t be able to find any of my
classes, or make any new friends. That nervousness
went away at around second period when I had band
class. I made a new friend in band, and it was great! As
the day went on, I connected with more people and got
introduced to more new friends. The upperclassmen
helped us when we were lost, so you never were super
late to your class. When I walked out of the school at
3:37, I contemplated my day and had come to the conclusion that I now felt like I belong. Memorial is such a
welcoming community and I’m glad to be a part of that.

www.jmmswordandshield.com
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NEWS

NATIONAL NEWS

DORIAN: DEVASTATION
IN BAHAMAS

By Amira Pierotti
On October 1, Hurricane Dorian made landfall in
the Bahamas, where it would stay for two days. The
Category 5 hurricane wreaked havoc on the islands,
with 185 mph winds and up to 35 inches of rain. Called
the greatest disaster in the Bahamas, Dorean has killed
at least 52 people and over 1,000 are still missing. In
some areas, up to 45% of homes were destroyed. 70,000
people are now homeless, and some question whether
or not the islands will become habitable again. Almost
a month later, streets are still strewn with rubble, lost
items, infrastructure, and bodies. Rescue efforts have
been difficult due to the severity of the damage. Getting
people to some areas is difficult enough without having
to bring medical supplies, food, water, and equipment
to move debris. The Bahamian government has lifted
taxes for medicine and other supplies needed by survivors. Evacuees have mainly traveled to Florida, but
the journey has been difficult. Survivors need a place
to stay in the U.S., a job, and likely medical treatment.
There was also uproar over an incident where Bahamians were told to leave a boat headed to the U.S. if they
did not have a visa. Approximately 130 people left the
boat. The passengers were told they did not need a visa
beforehand. Afterwards, the Customs and Border Patrol
condemned the actions saying the company should have
been more prepared, but if someone did not have a visa,
they were still welcome. However, the company blamed
the CBP as they had been told all passengers needed the
required documentation. The Carolinas, however, were
not as lucky. Flood waters were the worst many residents have ever seen, reaching up to five feet in some
areas. Multiple tornadoes also formed along the outer
edges of Dorian; this is a common occurrence as storms
are pulled in a spiral motion towards the eye. Dorian
headed up the eastern coast to Nova Scotia, the final
area impacted by the hurricane.
10

HONG KONG BILL

By Anna Sophie Brilla
Pictures and videos of young protesters in Hong
Kong were all over on almost any social media in August or September. The protests regarded a proposed
bill that would allow for the extradition of prisoners to
mainland China on a case-by-case basis, which protesters worried would further reduce independence
from China. Hong Kong and China currently function
under “one country, two systems,” with different legal
processes, individual rights, and lifestyles in place.
Protesters proclaimed that individual legal rights and
processes of law would be heavily affected by the law.
Reports of protesters vary, with government and organizer accounts and tallies vary greatly. According to
organizers, the number of protesters reached roughly a
million at the protest’s peak, and force against protestors only encouraged further action. On September 4,
the bill was formally withdrawn, although the future
of Hong Kong’s relationship with China and further
protest remains unclear.

www.jmmswordandshield.com
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CRITICAL UNIVERSAL
BACKGROUND CHECK
STALL IN CONGRESS

WEST TEXAS SHOOTING
KILLS 7, WOUNDS 17

By Julianna Baldo
On August 31st, 36-year-old Seth Ator killed seven
people and injured an additional twenty-five injured
in a shootout in Midland, Texas and Odessa, Texas.
Earlier that morning, he had been fired from his job as
a worker on one of West Texas’s oil fields, and according to officials at the site left work in a state of distress.
Several hours later, around 3 p.m., Ator began to shoot
at people indiscriminately. In total, Ator killed seven
people and wounded seventeen more through gunshot
wounds or as the result of his reckless driving. With
the youngest victim being a 17-month-old girl wounded by shrapnel. He didn’t appear to have a specific target throughout his massacre, as he killed and wounded
people regardless of their age, gender and race. The
West Texas shooting came less than a month after
the devastating El Paso shooting, and as in the case of
many of the major shootings this past year, Ator had
obtained the AR-15 he used in the shooting legally at
a gun show through a loophole in background check
legislature. Rocio Martinez, Ator’s neighbour, told the
New York Times that Ator had always seemed ‘off’ to
her, and was a “loner who [...] frightened her because
he was always shooting guns outside his house.” The
shooting came just after 10 new laws loosening gun
restrictions in Texas were passed by state legislature,
making Texas one of the most permissive states in the
country regarding gun ownership.

By Emmelyn Cullen
After being back in session for nearly a month, the
battle in Congress concerning gun control continues
to rage on with a new fury...and new stalling tactics.
As mass shootings continue to plague the U.S. with no
end in sight, many are left wondering “What is being
done to stop these horrific events?”
In the face of tragedy, Congress has considered the
implementation of what are known as “universal background checks,” which would require gun consumers to undergo background checks through federally
licensed gun dealers and manufacturers. Republican
senator Pat Toomey and Democratic senator Joe Manchin proposed a bill in January called “The Bipartisan
Background Check Act of 2019”, or H.R. 8, that would
enact these background checks nationwide. The House
of Representatives passed the bill in February. However, this process is not without its obstacles.
To no one’s surprise, agreement on new measures
is nearly impossible when the issue remains partisan. President Trump plans to propose his own “gun
package” to enact gun control, which would reportedly
support the expansion of background checks and create an entity to perform them. Many Republicans in
the Senate are taking a partisan approach and remain
in limbo on the issue as they wait for some form of
legislature that the President approves. This has hindered any sort of progress in the Senate on H.R.8, and
has been compared to taking the Senate hostage when
it comes to decision making. Thus, they are hopeful
that the two parties will be able to agree and make
progress.
The second obstacle is repeated attacks from the
National Rifle Association. As the drafts of Trump’s
proposal continue to circulate on Capitol Hill, the
NRA has lashed out, stating the expanded background
checks will burden law-abiding citizens who have a
constitutional right to a gun for protection. The NRA
also believes that expanding background checks fails to
address the real problem that they consider the reason
for mass shootings: the mental health system. As a key
ally of the Republican party, the NRA’s attacks and
statements further undermine any progress that could
be made in the Senate.
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LOCAL NEWS
MICHAEL’S AT RISK OF
CLOSING DUE TO
DEPORTATION

By Amira Pierotti
The beloved Madison store, Michael’s Frozen
Custard may possibly close forever since the owner’s
husband was deported. Michael Dix and John Keuhl
opened the shop on Monroe Street in 1986. A huge
success, Michael’s expanded to two other Madison
locations. Sadly, Keuhl passed away in 1993.
Since then, Dix met Serio De La O Hernandez, an
undocumented Madison resident. Hernandez came
to the U.S. illegally over three decades ago to find
work. He became an integral part of the Michael’s
business, working in managing the three locations.
Hernandez has a college-aged daughter who lives
in the United States. Dix and Hernandez married in
2015.
Dix sponsored Hernandez so he could obtain a
visa, but when in Mexico for his interview, he was
denied a visa and was not allowed to re-enter the
U.S. Dix is currently in Mexico with his husband, but
there are concerns over his health if he must move to
Mexico permanently.
This year, the Michael’s business has had significant losses due to the absence of Hernandez and Dix.
The Monroe Street location was closed on September
9th. The other locations are in jeopardy if Hernandez
cannot receive a visa. Madison residents were asked
to write letters to legislators explaining the positive
impact of Michael’s on the Madison community in
hopes of strengthening their case.

HAVE YOU
VISITED THE TOILET
& PLUNGER YET?
In each bathroom stall at JMM
there is a speacial subsidary of the
Sword & Shield!
www.jmmswordandshield.com
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INTERNATIONAL NEWS

YOUTH CLIMATE
STRIKES

THE BREXIT BATTLE
RAGES ON

By: Eliana Sauer
British Prime Minister Boris Johnson has said
On September 20th, 2019, millions of youth across
time and time again that he wants to leave the European
the globe striked from school, work, and other instiUnion on October 31, with or without a deal. Johnson’s
tutions to make a statement about the future of the
plan is unpopular in the House of Commons, an adverenvironment. Masses of young people - nervous about
sity he is determined to overcome. To prove this point,
the future of the climate crisis and angry at world
Johnson exercised his right to ask the Queen for a
leaders who fail to take action against climate change
prorogation. Proroguing Parliament means that work
- marched into the streets of their cities and protested
halts, and all MPs are sent home. No votes are taken and
current administrations. Organizers have estimated
no work is conducted, but the MPs all maintain their
that around four million people in thousands of cities
positions, and no elections are held. Usually, Parliament
and towns worldwide marched, making it the largest
is prorogued one a year to allow time for them to work
climate protest to date.
on the Queen’s Speech, their statement about the
16-year-old Swedish climate activist whose one-pergovernment’s plan for the upcoming year. For a proroson strikes in Stockholm helped ignite the global
gation to commence, the Prime Minister must get
movement, Greta Thunberg, told demonstrators in
approval from the Queen. This particular prorogation
New York City, “Right now we are the ones who are
was set to last from September 10 until October 13,
making a difference. If no one else will take action,
increasing difficulties for any preparations for a no-deal
then we will… We demand a safe future. Is that really
Brexit to be made. For this reason, the prorogation has
too much to ask?”
come under fire as being unlawful, and Boris Johnson
Sociologist at the University of Maryland, Dana
had to defend his decision in the United Kingdom
Fisher, defends the youth climate movement by
Supreme Court in London the week of September 19th
arguing that “they [youth] are mobilized around an
and lost the case. Parliament has reconvened; however,
issue of consistent concern across countries and across
in the few days since this event, there has been little
geographic areas. It spans the developing-developed
action in regards to Brexit.
country divide. There aren’t that many issues that
would unify in such a manner.” The major cities that
the climate strike took place in London, Berlin, New
York City, and other economic and political capitals of
the globe. But the same amount of passion was displayed in cities like Des Moines, Iowa, where a mere
500 protesters gathered outside of the State Capitol
in 83 degree heat. Students and adults alike marched
through the streets all across the world chanting,
“Green New Deal,” “This is what democracy looks
like!” and “There ain’t no power like the power of the
people!” Protestors stormily carried signs reading, ‘If
you don’t act like adults, we will,’ ‘What kind of green
can you eat? [comparing money and plants], and
‘Can’t drink oil, keep it in the soil!’
As of the future for this movement, it certainly
seems like there is no stopping such a dedicated and
impassioned group of youth fighting climate injustice.
By: Maggie DiSanza
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RESEARCH LINKS
VAPING TO LUNG
ISSUES

TRADE WAR WITH
CHINA DEEPENS

By: Brynn Sailing
As students and faculty at Memorial are
well aware, vaping and consuming any form of
synthetic THC is highly dangerous, despite its
increasing prevalence among high schoolers. New
evidence has been storming the media of the physical health issues that consequently follow consistent vaping. “In 53 cases of the illness in Illinois
and Wisconsin, 17 percent of the patients said
they had vaped only nicotine products,” reported
the New England Journal of Medicine. It has been
specifically noted by those researchers that “e-cigarette aerosol is not harmless; it can expose users to
substances known to have adverse health effects,
including ultrafine particles, heavy metals, volatile
organic compounds and other harmful ingredients”.
While the trend of vaping or smoking THC cartridges has been going on for a while, reports are
flooding in about the severe consequences of these
drugs. Most common symptoms include shortness
of breath, fatigue, coughing, nausea, vomiting,
and fever; even causing some patients to require
supplementary oxygen. No doubt reacting to these
cases, the CDC is recommending that citizens stop
all using vaping or THC products until the distinct
cause behind the lung damage is pinpointed.
Currently the theory behind the investigation is that a certain dangerous chemical(s) was
introduced into the vape/dab pen industry, and
is taking a massive physical toll on the lungs of
consumers. The FDA recently discovered that a
significant portion of the vaping fluid sick patients
were using included THC as well as a chemical
called vitamin- E acetate. This may be a promising
lead in the investigation, but the fact remains that
vaping or THC products are still dangerous, and
the FDA continues to urge consumers to avoid
buying vaping products on the street. The severity
of the cases should speak for themselves, but it’s
worth repeating: avoid any and all drugs from the
street and be wary of those even sold by retailers. If
dangerous chemicals could be loose on the street,
be twice mindful of what you put in your body.
14

By: Maggie Di Sanza
On August 30th, 2019, the United States began imposing 15% tariffs on a variety of Chinese goods including
footwear, watches, television, and many others,
in response to China
imposing new duties on
United States crude, the
latest escalation in
a heated trade war.
President Trump,
writing on Twitter,
explained that his
goal was to reduce
the United States’ reliance on
China’s producing, and again urged American companies
to find alternate suppliers to China. These tariffs apply to
over $125 billion in Chinese imports, ranging from clothing goods to technology.
According to the New York Times economists, the
tariffs will cost United States households up to $1,000 a
year and the latest round will hit a significant number of
United States consumer goods.
In retaliation, China has started to impose additional
tariffs on United States goods on a $75 billion target
list. Beijing has not yet specified the value of the goods
that face higher tariffs from August 30th. The additional
tariffs of 5% and 10% were levied on 1,717 items of a total
of 5,078 products originating from the United States.
Beijing will begin collecting additional tariffs on the rest
starting on December 15th, 2019.
President Trump on the other hand, has vehemently defended his new tariffs by citing comments from the
United States economist Peter Morici, who explained that
the tariffs would not affect American consumers greatly,
and provide a drop in the Chinese currency.
In response, the Chinese media has struck a defiant
note. “The United States should learn how to behave like
a responsible global power and stop acting as a school
bully,” the official Xinhua news agency explains. “As the
world’s only superpower, it needs to shoulder its due
responsibility, and join other countries in making this
world a better and more prosperous place. Only then can
America become great again.” There is no denying that
the United States / Chinese trade war can only get more
complicated from here on out.
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U.S. RUSHES TO
US, UK, FRANCE AIDED
SUPPORT SAUDIS AFTER POSSIBLE WAR CRIMES
ATTACK ON OIL PLANTS IN YEMEN
By Sagarika Paul
The Middle East has entered an even more volatile
phase after an attack that has threatened the world’s
oil supply.
On September 14, drones were sent to destroy the
Abqaiq oil facility and the Khurais oil field in Saudi
Arabia, which hold 5.7 million barrels of crude oil.
Saudi Arabia has the second-largest oil reserves in the
world. The attack will increase oil prices across the
globe. Both the United States and Saudi Arabia allege
that Iran is responsible.
It is believed that the Houthi militia, an Iranbacked rebel group in Yemen, carried out the strike. It
has an ongoing feud with the Saudi-backed coalition
in Yemen. This is a part of a bigger power struggle
between the Shia-majority Iran and Sunni-majority
Saudi Arabia over the Middle East.
The United States, an ally of Saudi Arabia, has
offered to help build the defences that the oil reserves
clearly lack. A U.S. Navy destroyer is being placed
in the northern Persian Gulf to intercept missiles,
and the Pentagon has announced that it plans to
send troops to strengthen Saudi Arabia’s anti-missile
defences.
To avoid an actual war, President Trump has decided to punish Iran through dispatching the troops,
enforcing tougher sanctions, and possibly arranging a
cyberstrike.
A cyberstrike is an attempt to illegally enter a computer system in order to cause harm. There is a debate, though, in the Pentagon and Cyber Command’s
operations room on how to get across a clear message
with the cyberattack without provoking a stronger
counterattack from Iran.
The United States has organized at least three cyberattacks against Iran over the past decade but, at
most, they were only partly successful. Iran has also
arranged multiple cyberattacks of its own.
The United States, United Kingdom, France and
Germany all have blamed Iran for the Saudi oil attacks.
It is clear that Iran will face consequences because
of how vital oil is to the modern lifestyle. The only
question is what the consequences will be.

By: Amira Pierotti
In a report by the United Nations, the US, UK, and
France may have aided groups in Yemen which have
committed war crimes. A war in Yemen has been
raging for the past four years after an unstable government transition lead to militant uprisings. Saudi Arabia
backed the Houthi militants and France, UK and US
backed the official government lead by Abdrabbuh
Mansour Hadi.
Other militant groups in the region have contributed to the conflict, such as Al-Qaeda. According to the
UN, over 7 thousand civilians have been killed due to
conflict and at least 11 thousand injured. Other human
rights groups put the death toll at much higher numbers.
The Yemen conflict is considered the worst human-made humanitarian crisis in history. Food insecurity is common in Yemen, with around 3 million people who are malnourished, 2 million of them children.
Healthcare is often inadequate and many do not have
access to clean water or sanitation.
Western powers have provided weapons and other
aid to groups fighting in Yemen which have contributed to the horrific human rights abuses. Some incidents
include bombing civilian infrastructure, indiscriminate
fighting tactics, murders, torture, sexual abuse, and
preventing the end of the crisis. Saudi Arabia and the
Houthis have also received extreme criticism over their
role in the Yemen crisis. Experts call for the US, UK
and France to cease all roles in the Yemen crisis.
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4 TECH GIANTS UNDER SCRUTINY: HOW
MUCH POWER IS TOO MUCH POWER?

By Veronika Souzek
Google, Amazon, Apple and Facebook. Everyone knows their names,
and most people are in one way or another connected to one of these
companies. At least 60% of people own an Apple device, between
80-90% of searches are done with Google, a majority of Americans are Prime members, and over 2.1 BILLION people use one of Facebook’s
services every day.
It’s safe to say that nearly none of us can avoid the ever-growing presence
of
these corporations in our lives. But in the near future four companies are
at
risk of investigation.
The complaints against each are fairly similar. Is the consolidation of power
giving tech giants the ability to crush competitors unfairly? Here’s a summary of
possible investigations against each of them:
Google: Search Results
Google may be accused of manipulating search results to unfairly promote its own services over other companies. Google flights, Google Careers and Google maps are all services that compete with hundreds of others like
them. So does Google give each a fair chance? Maybe not.
Their search engine is so efficient, that according to the New York Times, half of all google searches end on
Google, without using another link. In the end, it will be about the balance of convenience and impartiality for
the consumer, a difficult balance to strike.
Facebook: Social Media Monopoly
Facebook has been attracting attention from antitrust regulators for some time now, after acquisitions of huge
communications applications, including Instagram and WhatsApp.
Some argue those acquisitions violate the Sherman and Clayton Antitrust Acts and are therefore concerned
about user privacy. However Facebook defends claims of a monopoly with the rapid growth of competitors like
Snapchat and TikTok, whose younger user base Facebook is trying to maintain.
Apple: The App Store
The App Store is the place where apple can provide many services to its customers, but it is also the place where its competitors offer their services. Apple
controls what apps are advertised and how, and even what apps make it to
the App Store at all. Though Apple’s control over the store help decrease
fraudulent apps, it also raises the question: is Apple purposefully promoting its own apps over competitors?
Amazon: Product Promotion
When Amazon was founded, it sold items that it bought from other
sellers, like traditional retailer. Now, it allows third-party sellers sell
directly to customers, and has more than 140 private labels. This has
many questioning how unbiased Amazon’s ad service really is.
Are items marked “Amazon’s choice” or “Editor’s choice” really reliable
signs of quality? For example, Italy’s antitrust authority is currently investigating whether Amazon favors merchants who sell through its fulfillment service
(which packages and ships items).
The debate over how much power should be given to these companies will not end soon. They are reaching unprecedented rates of global influence, and it will be up to the next generation to decide whether that is an
advantage or danger to consumers. Either way, it is something we should all be thinking about.
16
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RADIO ROSHANI
COMBATING FEMALE
INEQUALITY

By Maggie DiSanza
In 2008, Sediqua Sherzai set up Radio Roshani to
combat outdated, and sexist gender roles in Afghanistan,
rules that have long dictated and encouraged women
and girls to remain inside the home. Radio Roshani is
a podcast that creator Sediqua Sherzai started with the
hope of promoting feminism in Afghanistan, and creating political motivations behind treating women with
respect and dignity.
However, Sherzai quickly found herself at odds with
the Taliban, who warned her to stop broadcasting, and
later fired rockets at her station. Briefly in 2009, Sherzai
halted the broadcasts, and asked the Afghan government for protection, but it became clear that none was
impending. Thus, after a few days, she courageously
went back on the air, “because we just couldn’t give in to
threats.”
Sherzai returned to find that the Taliban had made the
station’s staff flee, and destroyed the station’s archives,
equipment, and planted mines in the building.
While Radio Roshani is now the only radio station
in Kuduz managed by a woman, there are three others
that we launched by women, and still broadcast some
programs for women despite now being mainly run by
men. Zohal Noori for instance - who works for both
Radio Roshani and another female-prompted station explains that some men tune in to women’s programs,
Noori informs that “more men are now willing to allow
their wives to go to work and become active in the local
economy”
This skyrocketing progress was almost immediately
halted after the Taliban incursion on August 31st, 2019,
which led to conflict throughout the city. Sherzai hopes
that peace negotiations will become a reality; without
female justice and representation being traded.

HONG KONG BOYCOTS
NEW MULAN MOVIE

By Mihika Shivakumar
Disney fans have been looking forward to the release
of the live-action Mulan, coming out in 2020. However, the movie is facing calls for a boycott now, because
the star, Crystal Liu, supports the actions of the police
of Hong Kong.
Millions of people walk the streets in Hong Kong,
trying to keep the democracy that the Chinese government is encroaching on, and having increasingly
chaotic protests to try to get some support that have
caused a backlash of police brutality. Police have used
tear gas and physical force in an attempt to contain
the protesters, some of whom have been hospitalized.
There has been a large wave of public support for the
protesters; many people have articulated their agreement with the goal of the protests.
At the same time, some support the Hong Kong police,
saying that the protests are getting out of hand and
the police have to fight back to control it and they are
just doing what’s necessary. This includes Crystal Liu.
On Chinese social media site Weibo, she posted the
comment “I support the Hong Kong police. You can
beat me up now.” She also added the comment, “What
a shame for Hong Kong,” and the hashtag #IAlsoSupportTheHongKongPolice. After this comment, critics
were quick to accuse the actress of supporting police
brutality, and not sympathizing with the people in
Hong Kong who didn’t have the same rights as her, a
naturalized US citizen.
The hashtag #BoycottMulan went has begun to trend
on both Instagram and Twitter.
The boycott, as a whole, was started out by users of
Likhg, a platform similar to Reddit but in China. The
boycott organizers have been trying for international
support, aimed at “anybody who supports freedom and
democracy.”
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
HAMILTON, THE BLOCKBUSTER MUSICAL, IS
COMING TO MADISON!

By Eliana Sauer
In 2009, Lin-Manuel Miranda performed his new
song from his new musical in the works at the White
House Correspondents Dinner. This song was a rap
about one of our founding fathers, Alexander Hamilton. The audience laughed, but 6 years later Hamilton: The Musical opened on Broadway and changed
musical theater forever. Hamilton is a hip-hop musical, meaning the story of Alexander Hamilton and
the foundation of our country is told through rap and
R&B song styles by a very racially diverse cast.
The show is unlike anything else you have ever seen,
and critics and fans alike, love it. Hamilton shattered
records, it was nominated for 16 Tony Awards in
2016 and won 11 of those, including Best Musical,
Best Original Score, Best Book for a Musical, and
Best Direction (among others). One of these tours, is
making a stop at our very own Overture Center for
the Arts this November. The Hamilton cast that is
coming to Madison is led by Joseph Morales playing
the titular role. Morales has been in three previous
national tours, including playing the lead role, Usnavi,
in Lin-Manuel Miranda’s first show In the Heights.
Nik Walker will be playing Aaron Burr, Hamilton’s
bitter rival. Walker was previously on Broadway in
Hamilton, and has also been seen as a guest on “Law
and Order: SVU.”
Hamilton will run November 19-December 8 at
Overture Center for the Arts. The Overture Center
offers student rush tickets for most Broadway shows,
and more details about this will be announced as it
gets closer, if these tickets will be available. There will
also be a ticket lottery to win cheaper tickets for Hamilton, and you can look for more information about
that at Overture’s website, overture.org or on their
Facebook (Overture Center for the Arts) or Instagram
(@overturecenter). Don’t throw away your shot to see
this blockbuster hit musical!
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MUST SEE, BONE
CHILLING HALLOWEEN
MOVIES!

By Brynn Sailing
Obviously, Michael Myers’ thrilling series of Halloween
movies top the list, but what other spooky films should
be on your list to get freaky to this holiday?
Halloween
Us
Beetlejuice
Pet Sematary (the 1989 original and newly released 2019
edition)
Casper
It Follows
The Conjuring 1 and 2
Hocus Pocus
The Babadook
Annabelle
Trick ‘r Treat
Paranormal Activity
The Shining
Friday the 13th
The Nightmare Before
Christmas
The Corpse Bride
Scream
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5 Books You Have To Read!

By Aarushi Vyas
With school having been in session for over a month now, most people will be getting independent reading assignments. But with all of the options at our disposal, choosing a book to read can be overwhelming. This list was
compiled to give you a few options that are sure to make for a fantastic read!
1. A Lite Too Bright by Samuel Miller: Arthur Louis Pullman the Third doesn’t have anything left. He lost his
college scholarship, girlfriend, and any chance at a successful future. When he is forced to live with his aunt and
uncle, Arthur finds journal entries written by his grandfather, an esteemed novelist. Arthur Louis Pullman the
first had Alzheimer’s, and suddenly left home one day, but wasn’t found until a week later. Dead.
Hoping that these journals would help Arthur to uncover the mystery of his grandfather’s death, he ends
up roped into something bigger than he could ever imagine. Sam Miller’s debut novel, A Lite Too Bright, is a
thought-provoking narrative filled with mystery, family, and self-exploration. Sam’s poetic style of writing is
captivating, with lyrical quotes and profound messages. After reading this book, you see the world in a completely different way.
2. Throne of Glass by Sarah J. Maas:
Celaena Sardothien is a world-famous assassin, but following a tragic turn of events, was sent to the labor camp,
Endovier. After slaving away for a year, she’s given a chance to win back her freedom, but at a high cost. She must
compete in a competition to become the King’s Royal Assassin. Facing off against twenty-three highly trained
opponents, her goal soon shifts from freedom to survival when a magical force is revealed to be killing off the
competitors. This fantasy series is full of mystery, action, and compelling characters
who will be sure to get you hooked!
3. Simon vs. the Homo Sapiens Agenda by Becky Albertalli : Almost everyone has heard of this novel, and for a good reason. With an excellent representation of the LGBTQ+ community and a captivating romance, this book explores
the journey of a high school student, Simon Spier, coming out as gay.
He’s managed to keep that fact from everyone besides Blue, a boy he’s been
emailing. But when a classmate finds out about their interactions, Simon runs the
risk of both his and Blue’s secrets being revealed.
4. Warcross by Marie Lu
Ten years ago, Hideo Tanaka created the greatest game humanity has ever seen,
Warcross. Everyone on Earth is obsessed, and Emika Chen - a young but accomplished hacker - is no exception. But with her funds running low, she attempts
to steal a rare power-up from the opening game of Warcross’ world championships. But instead of accomplishing her goal, Emika accidentally glitches herself
into the game, which causes the whole world to speculate over who she is. Emika
expected repercussions, but it came as a surprise when Hideo Tanaka himself
contacted her. Given the opportunity to be a competitor in the games, only to be
a spy for Hideo behind the scenes, Emika enters a world completely different from
anything she has ever faced before. This novel is full of mystery, thrills, romance,
and suspense like you’ve never seen before.
5. The False Prince by Jennifer A. Nielsen
Sage couldn’t be more different from the supposedly dead prince. A quick-witted
orphan from the alleys of Carthya, Sage never expected to be offered the chance
of a lifetime. After the murder of the royal family, copious amounts of people are
flocking to the castle and claiming to be the long-lost prince, hoping for a chance
at royalty. When a nobleman approaches him with an unbelievable proposal, Sage
finds himself competing against three other boys to take the place of the Prince.
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AUTUMN SKY

By Mia Braico
Morning
I can still feel the summer sun through my window,
though now it is muted by a puff of grey clouds, the light
cooler and more serious.
The birds on the tree in my front yard are stretching their
wings, lifting up and away
Midday
The fuzzy 7am clouds have descended and filled the air
with a warm, cushioning fog
The mist is stirred by a breeze that knocks vibrant red,
yellow and orange leaves onto the ground, like confetti
Above me, the birds race on through the air
Evening
The fog has blown away, opening the sky up to the brilliant reflections of the setting sun
I can hear the humming of insects in the yard begin to
dim, as they follow the light down past the confetti trees
The birds careen excitedly above, gliding effortlessly into
the dusky glow
Night
The sun is gone but the stats have appeared outside my
window now, falling into the patterns of the fall constellations
Everything is calm and quiet, the perfect picture
I can’t see the birds now, but I know that eventually they
will land, taking their part in the beautiful landscape:
complete, grounded.
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DISNEY OPENS
GROUNDBREAKING
NEW STAR WARS LAND

By Eliana Sauer
This summer, Disney World opened its newest
themed area on August 29 : Star Wars: Galaxy’s
Edge. It was greeted with amazing reactions and
reviews. Galaxy’s Edge transports visitors to the
planet Batuu, where you can ride on the Millenium
Falcon in Smuggler’s Run. You are either a pilot, engineer, or gunner, and your group takes the Falcon
on an adventure. In early 2020, Galaxy’s Edge will
showcase its second ride - Rise of the Resistance.
Here, you accompany familiar faces from the Star
Wars films on a mission to keep the Resistance alive
against the evil First Order. Rise of the Resistance
will feature all new immersive technology.
Galaxy’s Edge also boasts three food stands
with authentic Batuu cuisine. Kat Saka’s Kettle,
Ronto Roasters and the Milk Stand all offer unique
Star Wars food. The most notable is the Milk Stand,
where guests can enjoy Blue Milk, the famed drink
from Star Wars: A New Hope. New restaurants
Oga’s Cantina and Docking Bay 7 Food and Cargo
serve classic Batuu meals with a full out of this world
experience. Oga’s has alcoholic and non alcoholic
Star Wars beverages and bite-size, sweet snacks
called Batuu Bits. For a fuller meal, Docking Bay 7 is
your best bet. With everything from Fried Endorian
Tip-Yip (fried chicken) to the Yobshrimp Noodle
Salad (chilled shrimp), they have great meals.
Of course, we can’t forget about souvenirs.
Galaxy’s Edge has immersive keepsake experiences. At Savi’s Workshop guests can build their own
lightsaber for $199.99. The lightsaber comes with
a hilt and kyber crystal of the guest’s choosing. At
Droid Depot guests can build their own custom
droid of either the BB series or R series. This interactive, personalized experience runs $99.99 per droid.
SyFyWire declared Galaxy’s Edge “breathtaking,” and
the California Disneyland version of Galaxy’s Edge is
on Time Magazine’s Greatest Places of 2019. Guests
have been dazzled by the park ever since its opening, with guests waiting over four hours on opening
weekend to ride Smuggler’s Run. As the crowds die
down, Visitors can admire the handiwork of this
incredibly detailed, $1 billion land.
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HOROSCOPES
By Jace Liu

Libra
(Sep 23Oct 22):
Hey, it’s your birthday month! And
guess what!? You’re
doing great sweetie keep on truckin’ and
being you!
Aquarius
(Jan 20Feb 18):

Scorpio
(Oct 23Nov 21):

Sagittarius (Nov
22-Dec 21):

Capricorn
(Dec 22Jan 19):

Your future is hazy, so You may be losing
just don’t look into it. yourself to the deafening noise of socialization.

Being witty and funny
is part of your nature;
however, sometimes
those traits will lead to
trouble.

Pisces (Feb
19-March
20):

Remember that you
Take some time to
are strong enough to
treat yourself, even if
ovecome any challeng- it’s only for an hour.
es thrown your way.
Gemini
(May 21June 20):
Always make sure to
check in with yourself
if someone isn’t doing
that for you.

Aries
(March
21-April
19):
Passion and motivation go hand in hand;
discover your passion
and your motivation
will soon emerge.

Remember the little things about life.
When big projects
appear, approach them
piece by piece, like a
pizza.
Leo (July
Virgo
23-Aug 22):
(Aug 23Sep 22):

Cancer
(June 21July 22):
Don’t be afraid to
show your true colors.
Halloween is coming
but that doesn’t mean
you should hide behind a mask

Taurus
(April 20May 20):

Though school has
started, your beauty
sleep is still important.
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Find the equilibrium
for work and relaxation. Don’t overwork
yourself for things that
don’t matter.
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SPOOKY SEASON RECIPES

By Brynn Sailing
Roasted Pumpkin Seeds
1 cup raw pumpkin seeds, rinsed and dried
6 tablespoons white sugar
1/4 teaspoon salt
1/2 teaspoon pumpkin spice
1 tablespoon vegetable oil
Preheat oven to 250 degrees F. Spread pumpkin seeds in a
single layer on a baking sheet (cover baking sheet with tinfoil
for simpler clean up!). Toast for 45 minutes, stirring occasionally, until dry and toasted. In a large bowl, stir 2 tablespoons
of white sugar, salt, and pumpkin pie spice together. Set aside.
Heat the oil in a large skillet over medium-high heat. Add the
pumpkin seeds and sprinkle the remaining sugar over them.
Stir until the sugar melts, about 45 seconds. Pour seeds into the
bowl with the spiced sugar and stir until coated. Allow to cool
before serving. Store in an airtight container at room temperature. These sweetly seasoned seeds make a light and delicious
snack for the holiday season!
Pumpkin Pie
1 can pumpkin
1 can sweetened condensed milk
2 large eggs
3/4 cup white sugar
1 teaspoon ground cinnamon
1/2 teaspoon ground ginger
1/2 teaspoon ground nutmeg
1/2 teaspoon salt
1/4 teaspoon cloves
1 (9 inch) unbaked pie crust
Preheat oven to 425 degrees F. Whisk pumpkin, sweetened
condensed milk, eggs, spices and salt in medium bowl until
smooth. Pour into crust. Bake 15 minutes. Reduce oven temperature to 350 degrees F and continue baking 35 to 40 minutes or until toothpick inserted 1 inch from crust comes out
clean. Enjoy with cool whip or as otherwise desired!
Guac-Puking Pumpkin Nachos
1 large pumpkin
1 tray of corn chips (approx 14oz)
2 cups shredded cheddar
1 cup salsa
1 cup guacamole
1/2 cup sour cream
Carefully carve the style of face you want. Arrange chips on
a tray and evenly top with cheese. Pop in the oven at 350 F for
10-15mins or until the cheese is melted. Pour over salsa, then
sour cream and top with guac. Enjoy!
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OUTFIT OF THE
MONTH!

By Jassi Chahal
Welcome to a new section of Student Life,
started by Yours Truly. Every month, I will
publish an outfit that fits in with the month.
This month is October! We’ve had some
pretty wacky weather recently. From hail to
rain, from chilly to humid. It’s hard to pick
out outfits when weather reports change so
rapidly. Play it safe! One good tip is to wear
layers. Here, I’m wearing a long sleeve yellow
shirt that’s not heavy and dark blue jeans. I’ve
paired it with my limited edition Marvel Vans,
not to brag or anything. It’s a plain outfit, but
with the color coordination it looks like I put
in a lot more work than I actually did. So with
that, another good tip is to make sure your
outfits match! Color coordinate! It makes a
huge difference, and you stand out! You will
get a lot more compliments on your outfit, if
that matters to you. With the crazy weather,
it’s also hard to decide, what hairstyle should I
do today? If any of you are like me, your hair
is super sensitive to weather. In humid or cold
environments, my hair becomes frizzy. But,
I feel like we’ve been having pretty decent
weather lately, so I decided to give the iconic
half up-half down style a try. Dress smart this
October! Happy stylin’!
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IT CHAPTER TWO:
REVIEW

By Joylyn Gong
The live adaptation of IT continues in Andres Muschietti’s IT
Chapter 2, two years after It (2017) was released. The Losers’
Club returns to Derry, Maine, 27 years following their first
encounter as children with shapeshifting monster Pennywise,
the Dancing Clown, also known as It. Mike Hanlon, one of the
seven Losers, calls the rest of the members amidst the return of
Pennywise to remind them of the promise they made 27 years
ago, that they would return as a group again if It was to come
back to terrorize Derry. A film consisting with gut-wrenching scares, humor, and nostalgia, IT Chapter 2 is an adequate
follow-up of It (2017), but it lacks the simplicity and the ability
to land on a concrete theme that was manifested in the first
chapter of the story. The frequent flashbacks that are placed
By Mia Braico
in between scenes can distract the audience from the central
Hush
focus, causing an inconsistent flow of the plot. However, the
A streak across the terrain,
depiction that the actors who represent the Losers as adults
Another secret up in the blue
has a gratifying connection with the ambitious attributes that
Ocean up above
the cast of It (2017) portrayed in the younger versions of the
Spill your secrets
Losers; it’s sometimes difficult to come back to the thought that
Rumble
they’re just actors and not the older and wiser versions of the
Go on,
younger Losers! RATING: 6.8/10
I’m listening

SECRETS OF THE SKY

FASHION IS MY PASSION: MONTHLY COMIC!
By Natalie Rodenkirch

WANT TO WRITE FOR THE
SWORD & SHIELD?
Come to our meetings on Mondays
during lunch in the Photo Lab (Room
521)
www.jmmswordandshield.com
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SPORTS
WISCONSIN FOOTBALL’S
HOT START

By Tanay Desai
The Wisconsin Badgers were relatively under
the radar prior to the start of the season. Most didn’t
know what to expect
from the team with the
departure of many key
offensive and defensive
players from the 2018
season. However, one
thing was certain: Jonathan Taylor would be a
Heisman candidate.
Taylor so far has 7
touchdowns and 440
yards off of 58 attempts.
Jonathan Taylor’s vision
and patience as a runner has brought his yards per-carry to an absurd 7.6. To start off the year, the Badgers
traveled to Tampa to face the University of South
Florida Bulls. Wisconsin easily handled the Bulls 49-0,
with a surprisingly impressive defensive performance.
The Badgers were able to continue their stellar defensive performance with another shut-out victory over
the Central Michigan Chippewas 61-0. In this game,
a second-dimension to Wisconsin’s game had clearly

been added: the ability to pass the ball.
Junior Jack Coan, who completed 26 of his 33 pass
attempts for 363 yards, had a very good game.
Putting together an already impressive wide receiver
group, with the always-staunch offensive line, one of
the best running backs in the country and a functional quarterback, Badger fans
were cautiously optimistic for
the rest of the season, however their biggest game of the
season awaited only two weeks
ahead against the Jim Harbaugh and the Michigan Wolverines. This year, Harbaugh
and the Wolverines were out
to prove the world that they
too, can win a Big Ten Championship and qualify for the
College Football Playoff.
Wolverine starting quarterback Shea Patterson went
as far as to say that this was a game where they were
looking to make a “Statement”. The Badgers were
unfazed. Playing at home with a “striped-out” crowd,
Jonathan Taylor and the Badgers started fast, as Taylor
accumulated two touchdowns and 143 rushing yards
in the first quarter. Wisconsin would not look back
as they went on to defeat the Michigan Wolverines
35-14.

NFL WEEK 1-2 RECAP

By Tanay Desai
The NFL’s 100th season started off with the oldest rivalry in the NFL at one of the league’s oldest venues: The
Chicago Bears and the The Green Bay Packers at Soldier Field in Chicago. This game featured two of the youngest
coaches in the NFL with Matt LaFleur’s Packers and Matt Nagy’s Bears. This wound up to be an anti-climatic start
to the year with only 13 points scored, in an old-fashioned 10-3 victory for the Packers. Elsewhere in the NFL, the
defending Super Bowl Champion New England Patriots, picked up right where they left with a dominating 33-3
victory over the Pittsburgh Steelers, who seem to be reeling the loss of two of their best players: Le’Veon Bell and
Antonio Brown. Le’Veon Bell’s new look Jets blew a 16 point lead to the Buffalo Bills, while their other AFC East
foe, the Miami Dolphins, were humiliated 59-10, by the Baltimore Ravens and Quarterback Lamar Jackson’s five
touchdowns. It was later reported that multiple Dolphins players requested trades after the game. Baker Mayfield
and the Cleveland Browns did not live up to the hype they received during the offseason as they fell to the Tennessee Titans, 43-13. Baker Mayfield played particularly poor as he generated a quarterback rating of only 27.2. The
2019 NFL Draft’s first pick, Kyler Murray, led his Arizona Cardinals to a 27-27 tie versus the Detroit Lions.
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Murray and the Cardinals were down by as many as 3 possessions during the
fourth quarter against the Lions, however Murray pulled out some of the
magic that took his Oklahoma Sooners to the College Football Playoffs last year, and forced the game to an overtime period.
During the Monday Night slate of games, the New Orleans Saints
defeated the Houston Texans 30-28 on a game-winning Will
Lutz 57-yard field goal. Week 2 kicked off in Charlotte, NC as the
Tampa Bay Buccaneers travelled to play the Carolina Panthers on a
rainy Thursday night. The game ended in thrilling fashion as the Buccaneers stopped Panthers running back Christan McCaffery on 4th and 1
at the Buccaneers’ 10 yard-line. The excitement continued during the early game
slate on Sunday
with the Detroit Lions and Los Angeles Chargers. In another thriller, Jacksonville Jaguars Quarterback Gardner
Minshew II, replacing the injured Nick Foles, drove his team down the field and scored a touchdown against the
stingy Houston Texans defense. Minshew’s touchdown brought the Jaguars within one point of tying the game,
however instead of kicking an extra point, Jaguars Coach Doug Marrone elected to try and take the lead with a two
point conversion. Jaguars Running Back Leonard Fournette was unsuccessful in his attempt of getting over the
goalline during the two point try. Houston would end up beating Jacksonville 13-12. The Green Bay Packers defense continued their stellar play in a 21-16 victory over the Minnesota Vikings at Lambeau Field. In Miami, Tom
Brady and Antonio Brown connected on their first touchdown of the year, as the New England Patriots annihilated
the Miami Dolphins 43-0. Pittsburgh Steelers Quarterback Ben Roethlisberger injured his elbow versus the Seattle
Seahawks, as the Steelers lost a close game 28-26. With only a few seconds left in their game against the Denver
Broncos, Bears Kicker Eddy Piñiero drilled a 53-yard field goal to give the Bears a 16-14 win at Mile High Stadium. Capping off the night the Atlanta Falcons played at home against Carson Wentz and the Philadelphia Eagles.
Capping off the night, the Atlanta Falcons played at home against Carson Wentz and the Philadelphia Eagles. The
Falcons scored a go-ahead touchdown on 4th and 3 with 2:20 left in the game. The Eagles marched all the way
down to the Falcons 20-yardline, however they fell just short of converting a 4th down and Atlanta went on to
close it out and win the game.

SPAIN WINS SECOND FIBA
WORLD CUP

By Sanjay Palta
Spain won the 2019 FIBA Men’s Basketball World Cup, dominating Argentina by a score of 95 to 75 on Sunday, September
15. The International Basketball Federation, also known as FIBA,
organizes a world championship for the sport of basketball every
four years. Leading up to the quadrennial event, teams qualify
through a series of exhibition matches. This years’ tournament,
held throughout eight cities in China, showcased a plethora of
young talent from around the globe. The United States finished a
disappointing seventh at the event, ending its streak of utter dominance at the tournament. Despite the team’s seventh-place finish,
the United States retained the world’s number one ranking in the
sport of basketball. It will have a chance to reassert its dominance
at the 2020 Summer Olympics in Tokyo, Japan. Spain proved
it has the talent and capability of winning at the world’s biggest
stage. The two teams silenced critics throughout the tournament,
indicating that basketball is, in fact, becoming more of a global
interest and talent, as opposed to the traditional superiority of the
United States.

JMM FOOTBALL
UPDATE

Nic Braico
The JMM football team is 5-0 after defeating Verona on Friday! They were down
24-7 at halftime before turning up the heat
in the second half, scoring 20 unanswered
points to win 27-24. Led by senior quarterback Jason Ceniti and running backs Kabaris Vasser and Kam Marshall, the Spartans offense led the way in the 4th quarter
comeback to win. Next, Memorial travels
to Beloit Memorial and Janesville Parker
before returning home for senior night versus Janesville Craig at Mansfield Stadium. If
the Spartans win out, they’ll win the Big 8
championship, and position themselves well
for a high seed come playoff time, which
likely means more games at Mansfield Stadium, in front of the best student section in
the Big 8.
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NADAL WINS 4TH US
OPEN TITLE

frustrating Nadal and firing up the crowd in the process.
The crowd was definitely a large presence in the match.
Although many were Nadal fans, they rallied behind
Medvedev’s winning shots and unexpected rebound.
By Jessica Jiang
They even went so far as to boo Nadal when he stalled
Match point. The crowd waits with bated breath. At
on Medvedev’s serves. On top of this, Nadal was warned
the edge of their seats, they watch with anticipation
and penalized multiple times for taking too long to start
and undivided attention at the woman serving. With
his serves. The allotted time between points is 20 seca grunt of strength, she slams the ball into the service
onds, but whenever Nadal ran over he was only allowed
box. But the teen returning drives it right back into
a second serve, eliciting jeers from the audience towards
the right hand side of the court. The server scrambles
either the umpire or Nadal. He tensed during the fifth
for the ball but can’t retrieve it. The Women’s Final of
and final set of the match, missing groundstrokes and
the US Open has ended. 19-year-old Bianca Andreescu
easy shots. But he also managed to save many tough
of Canada won her first Grand Slam title on Septempoints, breaking Medvedev’s serve after being down 0-40
ber 7, 2019. She triumphed over long-time tennis
in a game. Medvedev was also no stranger to errors in
and US Open veteran Serena Williams, an American
the fifth, fatigued after four hours of play. The final point
favorite, to receive her fifth title of the year. The New
of the match was on his return. With Nadal up 5-4, AdYork crowd, always ecstatic for Williams, cheered
in, the insurmountable pressure, combined with Nadal’s
her on while also applauding Andreescu’s winning
heavy kick serve, resulted in Medvedev making a quick,
points. Williams started off slowly, making only 50%
desperate return that landed outside the baseline. Nadal
of her first serves while Andreescu ripped the ball.
celebrated with tears of joy as he secured a hard-fought
Williams struggled to handle the teen’s power, dumpfourth US Open title under his belt.
ing forehands into the net and barely retrieving shots.
With high quality tennis in both the Men’s and WomAndreescu took advantage of easy winners and Wilen’s Finals, there is no doubt that Andreescu and Naliams’s unforced errors to win the first set 6-3.
dal’s victories are some of the best recorded in history.
Although it seemed that Williams would go down
Although Medvedev may have lost the final, he proved
easily in her fourth consecutive major final, she pulled
to the world that he has talent and skill matched with
a classic comeback in Serena fashion, making the
some of the best in the world. We can all look forward to
second set a rollercoaster of aggression and retaliation.
watching these players, especially the young Andreescu
Andreescu dominated the first six games, elevating
and Medvedev, grow as players and people as they pave
the score to 5-1. But Williams counter attacked, and
their own paths towards tennis legacy.
with newfound determination, she saved a championship point and won that game. Long rallies, smashing
volleys, and three games later, Williams closed the gap
to 5-5. Unfortunately, her strong comeback stopped
short and Andreescu was able to hold her serve, as well
as break Williams’s serve, to conclude the match with
a 6-3, 7-5 win. The Men’s Final occurred the next day,
also featuring a rising star facing off with an experienced veteran of the courts. Russian 23-year-old Daniil
Medvedev challenged Rafael Nadal, the “King of Clay”
from Spain, who previously held three US Open titles.
Nadal took the first two sets, but it was not a walk in
the park. Medvedev gave him trouble with consistent,
well-placed shots, and Nadal was making less than 50%
of his first serves. Once the third set rolled around,
Nadal’s domination in the match dwindled as Medvedev emerged with a formulated attack plan. Charging
to the net, Medvedev handled Nadal’s heavy, looping
forehands and thundering shots terrifically,
26
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OPINIONS

SHOULD THERE BE STRAIGHT PRIDE?
WHY STRAIGHT PRIDE
MATTERS

By Jace Liu
The recent Straight Pride that took place in Boston on
August 31st has brought a mix of emotions from quite
a few people. Straight Pride began around in the 1980s
and has since continued to be celebrated. Straight pride
is a way for heterosexuals to be recognized and in hopes
to be included in the LGBTQ+ acronym. The LGBTQ+
community claims to be all-inclusive, however, they
don’t seem to be supportive of Straight Pride parades. It
is only fair to have both Straight and Gay Pride parades.
Straight people who attend Straight Pride parades feel
repressed for being straight, therefore needing a parade
to celebrate heterosexuality to allow them to be themselves. An argument that the LGBTQ+ community has
made on the unimportance of straight pride is that every
day is straight pride, claiming that non-LGBTQ+ people
don’t get kicked out of a house by disapproving parents/
guardians, get beat up, or get laid off for being

WHY STRAIGHT PRIDE
ISN’T A THING

By Joylyn Gong
On August 31, 2019, a “Straight Pride” Parade was
arranged by a group of men in Boston, Massachucetts
who refer to themselves as “Super Happy Fun America”.
They claim on their website to have the incentive to
“celebrate the diverse history, culture, and contributions of the straight community”, and unapologetically
stated that they are victims of “oppression”. However,
many of the organizers have faced backlash and criticism from the public in establishing an event with such
a lack of understanding of the history behind LGBTQ+
pride parades, in addition to failing to acknowledge
their own privileges as a straight individual.
Decades ago, the creation of LGBTQ+ pride parades
was something that was thought thoroughly in the
midst of oppression and prejudice against those who
were part of the LGBTQ+ community. Pride parades
were established to allow LGBTQ+ members to
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non-LGBTQ+. They claim that through social media,
our parents/guardians, and the world, in general, approve of heterosexuality and accept it. However, this
is a bogus claim, no one has ever been congratulated
for coming out as straight. During the petitioning
for a straight pride in Boston this year, the advocacy
group Super Happy Fun America’s president, John
Hugo, made a statement explaining the importance of
straight pride on their website, “Straight people are
an oppressed majority. We will fight for the right of
straights everywhere to express pride in themselves
without fear of judgement and hate. The day will
come when straights will finally be included as equals
among all of the other orientations.” Aside from the
fact they spelled judgment wrong and a couple of
other grammar errors on their website, their reasoning on the importance of a straight pride is pretty
solid. Straight pride matters and it’s just a cry for
heterosexuals to be included in everything, which is
totally acceptable. It’s like a toddler crying for a toy
and the only way to silence them is to give in and buy
the toy for the child; this is why we should have a
straight pride.

COMMON CORE: AN
INCOMPLETE SOLUTION

feel liberated and unjudged in their most authentic and
genuine-self. The overall purpose of these parades was to
fight and advocate for their rights in a world that was so
unaccepting and intolerant of LGBTQ+ rights, which in
several cases, was caused by those who weren’t members of
the LGBTQ+ community.
Straight pride isn’t and should not be a thing. There has
never been any form of prejudice made against those who
are straight. In our society, hetreosexuals are not subject to
the systematic hate and discriminination that the LGBTQ+
community has had to live through because of their identity and who they love. Straight people don’t have to undergo the process of coming out to their close ones, while
having the fear of being neglected from their family and
friends. Historically, heterosexuals have never had to be
secretive about their sexual orientation at bars and clubs, in
order to keep their job and not be frowned upon. Straight
people have never been victims of violence and prosecution by police because of who they’re attracted to.
A pride parade is a place where the LGBTQ+ community
can be together in unity and be unafraid of free expression.
It’s a parade that allows the frustration garnered from the
oppression that continues to exist in our society out, as
well the support everyone has for each other in the face of
adversity. Straight people have never faced fear for their
sexual orientation, so why should they have a pride parade?

By Julianna Baldo
The Common Core State Standards are a set of
educational benchmarks introduced by the National Governor’s Institute and adopted by 43 states that are meant
to monitor and maintain the progress of students in math and language arts. According to the New York Times,
the standards are meant to address the overall gap between American academic standards and academic standards in the rest of the developed world. While in theory the Common Core
standards are a good way
of unifying American educational standards across the country and improving
student achievement,
in reality Common Core fails to recognize external factors in students’ lives that
may contribute
to their ability to achieve academically and at a more basic level, measures
academic
abilities in an extremely binary way that fails to recognize more untraditional
expressions of intelligence and ability.
In the years preceding the implementation of Common Core, American students were scoring in the 50th percentile or below on international
measures of academic success, according to Vox. Concerned
about America’s educational mediocrity, the Council of
Chief State School Officers and the National Governors
Association created Common Core as a means of improving American academics mainly through standardized tests assessing students’ mathematical and verbal
abilities at the end of each school year. According to a
2016 New York Times article on Common Core effectiveness, “Well-off students usually score in the top half
of results; students from poor homes usually score in the
28
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bottom.” Poverty, disability, and many other personal setbacks are not taken into account when assessing the
ability of a student through Common Core standards.
More fundamental than the problems with Common Core’s black-and-white assessment of student progress
is its view towards student intelligence in general. Common Core measures student progress largely through
standardized testing. Tests with one ‘right answer’ are extremely narrow measures of a student’s actual ability; in
reality they only measure what students remember from their classes. More abstract forms of intelligence such as
creativity and imagination are impossible to measure through such restrictive tests. As a result, a student who isn’t
good at math or language arts but is incredibly intelligent in other ways (perhaps they are a gifted painter, or a
talented storyteller) isn’t recognized for their abilities.
The Common Core Standards are a good starting point for effective education reform but their lack of consideration for extenuating circumstances and alternative forms of intelligence prevent them from being an effective
system of measuring student progress. By adding a more substantial support system for students who struggle
outside of school and providing recognition and opportunities for students to nurture their own specific abilities,
public schools can close the gaps opened by Common Core and provide a truly equal and fulfilling education for
everyone.

SCHOOLS SHOULD NOT
HAVE SELF-LOCKING
DOORS

By Amira Pierotti
Warning: Story contains an opinion on school
shooting precautions & their relation to trauma.
It is imperative we discuss why we have self-locking
doors: school shootings. This is a safety precaution
solely meant to prevent us from being shot, and the
impacts of these precautions are problematic. Every
day, every time we walk past any door, we are reminded that we could die here. Today. Now. School
lockdowns and drills have caused trauma which,
according to child psychiatrist and assistant professor at Harvard Medical school, “are at risk for lasting
symptoms.” Reminders of that trauma or just anxiety
over school shootings is also terrible for students’
mental health.
Another concern is if a student is outside the classroom when a shooting occurs, they will not be able
to get to a safe space. These locks will not only keep
out possible shooters, but also possible victims. One
of my teachers last year recommended students not
use the restroom or water fountains during class time
in case of a shooting during that time. They were
concerned we would be locked out of the only safe
spaces in the school, so they told us a safe word in
case we needed to be let in. Another teacher has also
given my classmates and I a safe word if we need to
get into their office. Clearly the adults charged with
our safety in the building have concerns with identifying students in danger and a potential shooter.

HOW SOCIETY VIEWS SEXUAL
ASSAULT ALLEGATIONS

By Emma Weis
Sexual assault. Rape. Victim. These are dark, heavy
words. Ones that you hope will never surround you or
your loved ones. However, often, they do. Sexual assault is
horrifingly common and affects everyone, not just the victim. Recently, several survivors have either come forward
about their experiences or issued allegations against their
rapists.
These declarations, especially those concerning celebrities or politicians, are bound to attract lots of attention and
opinions. It’s extremely fortunate that in the wake of the
Me Too movement, there is a vast amount of support and
understanding for these victims. As always with these sort
of “taboo” topics such as rape, there are a number controvercies surrounding sexual assault allegations. Because
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MARVEL MAKES BETTER
SPIDER-MAN MOVIES
THAN SONY!

there are people who hold a firm stance that we
shouldn’t believe survivors, many sexual assault
victims will end up not reporting or sharing their
stories and experiences to authorities and the public. Often, society ends up pinning the blame on the
victim and shaming them for it. Often used phrases
By Jassi Chahal
and “excuses” include something along the lines of
If it isn’t obvious, Marvel does in fact make better Spider-Man movies than Sony does. From box office numbers saying that the victim most likely deserved it, either
from wearing certain clothes or acting a certain
to accurate portration. Let’s go through what makes Spider-Man better in the MCU than Sony in detail with these way. Having a society in which some members have
a mindset such as this is incredibly dangerous and
two topics, shall we?
harmful. As mentioned before, thankfully, there have
1.) Box Office Numbers
Sony has produced three movies of Spider-Man. Marvel been several steps taken in the right direction. More
than ever, in the past couple of years survivors have
so far, has only produced two. The very first Spider-Man
come forward, paving the way for movements that
movie Sony put out made $821 million at the box office.
allow awareness to be spread. As discussing this topic
The second Spider-Man made $783 million at the box
becomes more normalized, it lends opportunity to
office, and the third one made $890 million. That’s pretty
properly inform today’s youth of the harm sexual asaverage for a superhero movie. Usually, the first and last
movies of a franchise make the most money, with the last sault can cause and of how important consent is and
boundaries are. The broadened education of sexual
movie making a little more. We’ve seen it many times, so
it’s not that terrible that the second movie didn’t pass $800 assault awareness will hopefully lower the rates of
these occurences in future generations. These movemillion. Now, let’s take a look at the Spider-Man movies
after they were put under the care of Marvel Studios. Spi- ments are also beneficial to survivors by allowing
der-Man Homecoming alone made $880 million at the box them to gain back a part of themselves that was taken. Movement. Believer. Survivor. These are good,
office. More than Sony’s first and second movie.
Then recently, Marvel Studios released Spider-Man: Far powerful words. Words that represent the people of
From Home, the most successful Spider-Man movie of all a society that are desperate for a change.
time. It was the very first Spider-Man movie to make over
a billion dollars at the box office. Marvel movies have been
the most successful, and will continue to be.
2.) Accurate Portrayal
Peter Parker is a high school kid from Queens, who also
happens to be Spider-Man. He’s awkward, makes jokes, and
is your average, relatable teenager. Tobey Maguire was 27
when he played Peter in Spider-Man 1. To many audience
members, Tobey’s Spider-Man seemed a little bit more
mature. Peter was quirky, but calm and collected. However,
I’m sure Sony did the best casting they could at the time,
right?
Fast forward a decade and a half, and now Marvel Studios is casting for the role of Spider-Man. And who do
they pick? 19 year old Tom Holland, fresh out of high
school. You see what I’m getting at here? In Spider-Man
Homecoming and Far From Home, Tom portrays Peter as
an awkward, sensitive, childlike teenager who’s trying to do
the best he can. Sound familiar? Ah, yes! The Peter Parker
from the comics we all grew up with! The way one of his
creators, Stan Lee wanted him to be like all along! It only
took three franchise reboots to make it happen!
30
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WE NEED TO STOP LYING
ABOUT COLUMBUS IN SCHOOLS

By Antonio Wu
There is a shared feeling of revulsion and horror when students inevitably
discover the truth about Christopher Columbus in high or middle school.
Most of all, there is a feeling of anger among students who hadn’t
previously known about the multiple atrocities he committed. Most of
us probably grew up celebrating Columbus in elementary school on
Columbus Day. We were fed a lie that he was a hero.
The truth is that Christopher Columbus was not a hero. Some of the
atrocities he committed include kidnapping Native Americans, approving
mass rapes of native women as a reward for his men, and physical dismemberment of Native Americans as punishment for not providing gold. It is worth
noting that the Native Americans he encountered were friendly and eager to share their food and goods.
One common argument for not teaching about Columbus as anything other than a hero who “discovered”
America is that elementary school children are too young to be taught about such atrocities. While discussing rape
and physical dismemberment may not be appropriate at that age, it is equally inappropriate to teach students that
Columbus was a hero. Columbus was the beginning of an extraordinary string of injustices that Europeans have
committed against Native Americans. These injustices have not been resolved. Native Americans are the poorest
ethnic group in America today, as we continue to shrink their reservations and destroy the land they live on.
Just as Native American youths today will surely feel the unfair consequences of European colonialism in their
lifetime, all of our children deserve more than lies about the European discovery of our land. Indeed, many states
have replaced the federal holiday set aside for Columbus with Indigenous Peoples’ Day, which recognizes all Native Americans and their many cultures and shared history.

SHARPIE-GATE: SCIENCE VS. STUBBORNNESS

By Amira Pierotti
Dorian was coming; devastation was surely to lay in its wake. President Trump wanted to warn citizens in its
path, so he tweeted out a list of states under advisories, one including Alabama. This southern state was not at
risk to be heavily impacted by the hurricane, according to the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration.
The tweet was widely criticized, much to the anger of the POTUS. In the Oval Office during a televised segment,
Trump flourished a NOAA map that showed Dorian possibly making landfall in Alabama... except the map had
been edited. A sharpie had been taken to the map to extend the path to include Alabama, presumably to corroborate Trump’s claim. One unnamed source within the White House says Trump himself was the editor of the map.
From
there, US Secretary of Commerce (the department that oversees NOAA) apparently threatened
to fire
any NOAA officials who disputed Trump’s claim. Three sources confirmed this statement,
but a
spokesperson denied it. In recap, Trump appears to have lied about who was in danger of
a weather
disaster then NOAA officials were (potentially) threatened to lie about this supposed
“fact” as well.
We need to trust the warnings our government provides about natural disasters.
The concern
over this goes incredibly far. What happens if a president invents a “fact” that ends
up hurting people? What if a president uses a fake “fact” to increase hatred? Trump has already
made racist, sexist,
xenophobic, homophobic, transphobic, Islamophobic, anti-Semitic, and other
bigoted claims. The
scariest part? People have already believed him. When a leader does not
have power over fact
and still sways public opinion against minorities, the damage would be
extraordinary if they do
have that power and hatred becomes fact. Sharpie-gate may be a hilarious
name and we may laugh at the
memes criticizing Trump, but we cannot take this lightly; the fate of our
integrity as a country is at stake.
www.jmmswordandshield.com
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